For 16 years, World Medical Equipment has set the standard in the refurbished equipment market. Our level of workmanship is reflected in every product shipped. Our customers have come to expect like-new product, with the industries best warranties, at 40-60% savings over the price of purchasing new. Every product is backed by our caring customer service team and helpful technical support staff.

The equipment you need at a price you can afford.
World Medical Equipment’s mission is to deliver the very best quality products combined with the highest level of customer service. After 16 years of delivering great products and attentive service, our customer loyalty continues to grow. Having established our business in Washington State, we have progressively expanded our operations to provide on-the-ground sales coverage to the entire U.S., parts of Canada and beyond.

We are extremely proud of the fact that for six of the past 10 years, we have been recognized as one of the 100 fastest growing private companies in Washington State. To facilitate this growth, we recently constructed a purpose built 18,000 square foot facility north of Seattle, Washington to help us better meet the needs of our customers.

While our company was built on supplying top quality refurbished products, we have expanded our product line to include state-of-the-art new equipment as well. Whether your needs are for service parts or a fully integrated operating room, we have the product portfolio you need, the experienced staff to support you through the decision making process and the technical support team to complete your installation and train your staff.

If you haven’t already joined the ranks of our WME satisfied customers, we hope to hear from you soon!

We welcome you to visit our state-of-the-art facility and showroom, which is nestled between the Cascade Mountains and the beautiful Puget Sound. Located one hour north of Seattle, the World Medical Equipment headquarters contains 18,000 square feet of office and manufacturing space specifically designed for refurbishing medical equipment. The two-story building is home to the World Medical administrative team, and features a fully-equipped showroom/operating room.

We welcome all of our customers to take a tour of our facility and experience firsthand the care and attention that goes into every piece of equipment we refurbish.

We also invite you to use our showroom when it comes time to plan your next OR upgrade or expansion.

If you haven’t already joined the ranks of our WME satisfied customers, we hope to hear from you soon!
Our Process

WME Refurbishing Process

At WME, we completely disassemble each piece of equipment down to its component parts. Each part is cleaned, inspected, repaired or replaced as needed and it is carefully rebuilt from the ground up.

Special attention is given to the finish, as well as the electrical and mechanical condition, so that it will look as great as it works.

The final product is a high-quality piece of equipment that has been returned to the original manufacturer’s specifications.

All of World Medical’s equipment is refurbished to the highest standards. Our customer service is thorough, prompt, and courteous. We back all of our equipment with full warranties so you can be sure that you are getting the equipment you need, for the procedures you perform, at a price you can afford.
AMSCO STERILIZERS

AMSCO Eagle Series Parts and Accessories
All sterilizers are available with or without side panels and steam generators.

AMSCO Eagle Series
Model 3011 16x16x26 Gravity
Model 3013 16x16x26 Vac
Model 3021 20x20x38 Gravity
Model 3023 20x20x38 Vac
3031 24x36x36 Gravity
3041 24x36x48 Gravity
3051 24x36x60 Gravity
3043 24x36x48 Vac
3053 24x36x60 Vac

AMSCO Century Series
Model V116
Model V120

AMSCO General Surgery Tables

AMSCO 2080M Manual Surgery Table
AMSCO 2080RC Remote Control Electric Surgery Table
AMSCO 2080L Electric Surgery Table
IA Attachment to make AMSCO 2080L C-Arm compatible shown in inset

AMSCO 2080L Electric Surgery Table
IA Attachment to make AMSCO 2080L C-Arm compatible shown in inset
AMSCO and Steris General Surgery Tables

- AMSCO 3080 RC, 3080 RL, 3080 SP
  Remote Control Electric Surgery Table

- AMSCO 3085 SP Surgery Table

- Steris Cmax General Surgery Table

Skytron General Surgery Tables

- Skytron 6001 Remote Control
  Electric Surgery Table

- Skytron 6500 and Skytron 6500 HD
  Remote Control Electric Surgery Table

- Skytron 6600 Remote Control
  Electric Surgery Table

- Skytron 6700 Remote Control Electric
  Surgery Table
Skytron 3100
Electric Surgical Table
Optimized for imagery access

Skytron 3500 Electric Surgery Table
The 18” of top stride is perfect for C-Arm imagery access

Skytron 5001
Remote Control Electric Surgery Table

World Medical Equipment refurbishes all tables to their manufacturer’s specifications. Our craftsman take pride in returning your table to its original condition.

Maquet AlphaMaxx
Electric Surgery Table
The AlphaMaxx offers great image access with a 950 lb weight capacity.

Maquet AlphaStar Electric Surgery Table
The AlphaStar features the ability to configure the patient surface for optimal patient positioning and comfort.
These tables are available as both NEW and REFURBISHED.

Volanté V750 & V1000
Features a 210° bed surface rotation for enhanced imagery.

Traction Bars
Sliding top and 210° rotation for unparalleled imagery access. This table can be reconfigured for trauma by adding fractional bars (shown on opposite page).

NUVO General Surgery Tables

WME offers a variety of table accessories and patient positioning aids.

Here are just a few of the items we carry:

- Shoulder Chairs
- Power Assisted Stirrups and Candy Cane Stirrups
- Hand Surgery Tables
- Urology Basins (Uro-Catcher)
- Rail Clamps/Clark Sockets (multiple styles)
- Irrigation Stands
- Arm Boards
- Patient Straps
- Arthroscopic Leg Holders
- Lateral Supports
- Shoulder Supports
- X-Ray Tops

Table Accessories

Table Accessories
Orthopedic Tables

AMSCO Orthovision Orthopedic Table

OSI Andrews SST 3000 Spinal Surgery Table

Chick 703 Orthopedic Table

Both the Orthovision and Orthographic 2 are supplied with the following:

- Sacral Rest
- Foot Traction Unit with new boots (2)
- Intramedullary Counter-traction Device and Hip Rest
- Patient Transfer Board
World Medical Equipment specializes in the refurbishing of GE OEC C-Arms. All our C-Arms are completely refurbished and provided with a full 1-year parts and labor warranty. Our price also includes delivery, assembly, and set-up as well as full in-service training of your staff.

*Remember to request the specific software package(s) your model requires.*
All these items are available as both NEW and REFURBISHED
**VIDEO SYSTEMS**

**NUVO Vplex Video Integration System**
*(Shown at right)*

- Single Channel Vplex 1
- Two Channel Vplex 2
- Four Channel Vplex 4

**NUVO Vplex is ONLY AVAILABLE AS NEW**

**Video Tower**

Sony Trinitron
19 inch Monitor
Camera System
Light Source
Insufflator (Optional)
Printer (Optional)
Mobile Cart

Note: Many different brands of camera systems are available: Stryker, Storz, Olympus, Linvatec, Fujinon, Smith & Nephew, etc.

**Laparoscopic Video Systems**

Typically include:
- Camera, Processor,
- Light Source, Scope – 0 degree/10 mm,
- Monitor and a Medical Grade Video Cart.
Surgical Lights

NUVO Halogen Surgical Lights
Available as single, dual, and triple lighting systems. Single and dual can also be configured with monitors.

NUVO Verde LED Surgical Lights
Available as single, dual, and triple lighting systems. Single and dual can also be configured with monitors.

AMSCO SQ240
SQ240 Center Mount Double Surgical Light
SQ240 Track Mount Double Surgical Light
SQ240 Center Mount Single Surgical Light
SQ240 Track Mount Single Surgical Light

AMSCO Polaris
Polaris Center Mount Double Surgical Light
Polaris Center Mount Single Surgical Light

Skytron Stellar Surgical Lights
Stellar 23 and 29 Center Single Mount Surgical Light
Stellar 2323 and 2923 and Center Dual Mount Surgical Light

Available as both NEW and REFURBISHED.
Surgical Lights

Berchtold Chromophare Surgical Lights
Chromophare 530/530 or 650/530
Dual Center Mount Surgical Light

Heraeus Hanaulux Surgical Lights
Hanaulux 2001 or 2002 Center Mount Light
Hanaulux 2003 or 2005 Dual Center Mount Light
Hanaulux 2005/2007 Dual Center Mount Light

ALM PRX Prismatic Lights
PRX Model 4401, 6401, 6601, or 8401
Dual Surgical Light

Steris Harmony Lights
Harmony LS500 Center Mount Double Surgical Light
Harmony LS700 Center Mount Double Surgical Light

New and Refurbished Lights

VistOR Minor Surgical, Examination and Spot Lights, Exam/Dermatology Lights and Surgical Head Lights

NUVO VistOR Minor Surgical Lights
VistOR MS 20 inch and 16 inch Minor Surgical Light
VistOR PRO 16 inch Procedure Light
VistOR EX 5 inch Examination Light
VistOR PR 16 inch Exam and Procedure Light
VistOR SP Spot Light
VistOR SPF Spot Light with Built in Head Lamp

Note: All lights are available as Ceiling Mounted, Wall Mounted or on a Mobile Floor Stand.

Woods Light
Handheld Model, Mobile Model, Wall and Desk Mount Model
Available only as NEW
Introducing the latest addition to the VistOR line of procedure and minor surgical lights.

Featuring HD bulb technology this light delivers 102,000 LUX of super-cool light from a single bulb that lasts 10,000 hours.

**VistOR Minor Surgical Lights**

**Refurbished Electro Surgical Units**

- Valley Lab Force 1B (Rem Plates and 2 Cutters)
- Valley Lab Force 2 (Rem Plates and 2 Cutters)
- Valley Lab Force FX
- Conmed Excalibur ESU (Rem Plates and 2 Cutters)
- Conmed Plus PC (Rem Plates and 2 Cutters)
  Options: Monopolar/Bipolar Footswitch for all ESU’s and Mobile Cart

All models are supplied complete with Mobile Cart and Foot Pedal

**Electro Surgical Units**

- Valley Lab Force FX
- Valley Lab Force 2
- Conmed Excalibur

**New and Refurbished Lights**
GE Ohmeda Anesthesia

**GE Aestiva 5**
- with 7900 Ventilator (no monitoring) – comes with 1 Vaporizer – Isoflurane or Halothane
- **GE Aestiva 5**
- with 7900 Ventilator (with Integrated Monitoring) – comes with 1 Vaporizer – Isoflurane or Halothane
- PSV-PRO SIMV Upgrade

---

GE Ohmeda Anesthesia

**Ohmeda Modulus SE w/7800 Ventilator**
- (comes with 1 Vaporizer – Isoflurane or Halothane)

**Ohmeda Modulus SE w/7800 Vent. and Integrated Monitoring**
- (comes with 1 Vaporizer – Isoflurane or Halothane)
- *Int. Monitor – GE Solar with ECG, Resp, NIBP, SpO2, 2IBP, Temp, Cardiac Output, CO2 & 5 Agent Analysis*
Drager Anesthesia

Narkomed 2B complete with Ventilator (comes with 1 Vaporizer – Isoflurane or Halothane)

Narkomed GS complete with Ventilator (comes with 1 Vaporizer – Isoflurane or Halothane)

Penlon Anesthesia

Platinum SC430 (2 Vap Selectec)

Platinum SC430 Ultra (3 Vap Selectec)
Note: Ref. detailed PL for accessories

**All machines include as standard suction scavenging, Air, O₂, N₂O and scavenger hoses. Prices also include assembly and commissioning of the machine.

Available as both NEW and REFURBISHED.
Anesthesia Accessories

Vaporizers

Penlon Sigma Delta
Isoflurane 5%, Key Filler

Penlon Sigma Delta
Sevoflurane 8%, Key Filler

Penlon Sigma Alpha
Desflurane 18%, QuikFil

Available as both NEW and REFURBISHED.

Drager 19.1
Ohmeda Tec4
Ohmeda Tec6

Anesthesia and Crash Carts

WME offers a wide variety of procedure carts to meet the specific needs of each user. Each cart can be customized to add locks, shelves, keyboards, handles, bumpers, etc. Let us know your specific needs and we will configure you a number of different options.

Medical Carts

Drager 19.1
Ohmeda Tec4
Ohmeda Tec6
CRITICARE nCOMPASS AND nGENUITY MONITORING

Criticare nCompass Monitoring
Base unit is comprised of: ECG, Resp, NIBP, HR, SPO2, Temp, Arrhythmia, ST Analysis and Nurse Call Interface.
Options include: CO2, IBP, 3x IBP, and Printer.

nCompass 8100 Series shown with POET IQ Anesthetic Agent Monitor

Criticare nGenuity Monitoring
Base unit is comprised of: ECG, Resp, NIBP, HR, SPO2, Temp, and Nurse Call Interface.
Options include: Arrhythmia, ST Analysis, CO2 and Printer.

Available as both NEW and REFURBISHED.

DATASCOPE AND GE DATEX OHMEDA

Datascope Passport 2
Gas Module, ECG, NIBP, SpO2, Temp, CO2 with 5 Agent Analysis

GE Datex Ohmeda Cardiocap 5
ECG, NIBP, SpO2, Temp, CO2 and Recorder

Datascope Passport
ECG, NIBP, SpO2, Temp with Recorder

Datascope Passport XG
ECG, NIBP, SpO2, Temp with Recorder

GE Solar
ECG, NIBP, SpO2, Temp, 2IBP with Flat Screen Monitoring

GE Solar
The Vital Care monitor can be configured to feature Sp02, NIBP, HR, Temp, and Print. Sp02 is available with Criticare DOX technology or Nellcor.

Available as both NEW and REFURBISHED.

WME offer a number of different models ranging from desktop to hand held versions.
**Refurbished Defibrillators**

**Medtronic**

- Medtronic Physio Control Lifepak 9
  - Defib, Monitor, Recorder

- Medtronic Physio Control Lifepak 9P
  - Defib Monitor with Recorder and Pacing

- Medtronic Physio Control Lifepak 12
  - Biphasic 3 or 5 lead Unit with Pacing Defib, Monitor, Recorder

- Medtronic Physio Control Lifepak 12
  - Biphasic 12 lead Unit with Defib Monitor, Recorder, AED Pacing, NIBP and SpO2 Monitoring

**Refurbished IV Pumps**

**Infusion Pumps**

WME carries a wide selection of Infusion Pumps ranging from single to multi-channel models. We also support many different brands like Baxter, Medfusion, Abbot, Braun, IMED and more.
Zimmer Tourniquets

- Zimmer ATS 1500
- Zimmer 2000

Refurbished Tourniquets

New and Refurbished Microscopes

Medical Microscopes

- Zeiss OPMI 1
- Zeiss OPMI 1FC S1
- Zeiss OPMI 6S

Both systems offer:
- Motorized Focus
- Zoom and XY Waterproof
- Footpedal Widefield
- Inclined Binocular
- Digital Electronics
- Assistant Package Available
- Video Package Available

*Available as Wallmount
Stainless Steel Products

WME offers a wide range of stainless products to equip your OR for optimal efficiency and convenience. We have several models of each product designed specifically to meet your clinical and budgetary needs.

Available as both NEW and REFURBISHED.

Storage and Control Cabinets

Mayo Stands

Linen Stands

Procedure Tables

Ring Stand

Kick Buckets

Case Carts

Carts can be configured a number of different ways as well as being available in multiple sizes which vary in height, width and length. Rest assured we have the configuration and size you are seeking.
Stainless Steel Products

Warming Cabinets

Available as both NEW and REFURBISHED.

Stainless Steel Products

Scrub and Process Sinks
Surgical and Procedure Stools

**WME** offers an extensive line of procedure stools to meet the many different preferences of each user. Every stool is robust by design yet incorporates all the features required for each medical specialty. Both stools and chairs can be customized in the fabric color of your choice.

**Available as both NEW and REFURBISHED.**

New and Refurbished Stretchers

**WME** offers a full line of specialty stretchers to meet the needs of each clinical discipline. Whether your needs are ER, Pre-OP, PACU or just Intra-Hospital patient transfer, we have the make and model to fit your needs. Our most popular brands are Stryker, Hill-Rom, Hausted, Pedigo and MAC.
Portable Suction Pumps

WME offers a wide range of mobile and portable suction pumps available, complete with canisters. Whether your need is in the OR or Med Surg, we have a suction pump to meet your specifications.

New and Refurbished X-Ray Boxes

We have a wide selection of X-ray light boxes and backlit lighting panels to choose from. We offer the conventional X-ray box to the very latest ultra thin backlit LCD panels each of which is designed for viewing x-ray films.
WME offers a comprehensive line of procedure kits each of which have been optimized for a particular surgical discipline. Please refer to our price list for details of the specific kits. Instruments can be ordered separately. We also offer a wide assortment of trays, baskets and containers for the sterilization of instruments. Each style of tray is available in a wide range of sizes as well as being constructed for specific instrument sets.

**Instruments**

**Instrument Sets and Trays**

- 501 Abdominal Instrument Set
- 502 Abdominal Instrument Set #2
- 503 Amputation Set
- 504 Arthroscopy Instrument Set
- 505 Basic Ear Instrument Set
- 506 Basic Eye Set (Ophthalmic Surgery Set)
- 507 Basic Laparoscopy Major Set
- 508 Basic Plastic Instrument Set
- 509 Basic Thoracic Chest Set
- 510 Caesarean Set
- 511 Craniorhaphy Instrument Set
- 512 Cysto Instrument Set
- 513 D & C Instrument Set
- 514 Endo Sinus Instrument Set
- 515 ENT Instrument Set
- 516 Genitourinary Surgery Set
- 517 Gynecology Instrument Set #1
- 518 Gynecology Instrument Set #2
- 519 Hand Set
- 520 Hand & Foot Instrument Set
- 521 Hysterectomy Instrument Set
- 522 Lap Entry Set
- 523 Laparoscopy Basic Instrument Set
- 524 Major Tray Instrument Set
- 525 Major Vascular Instrument Set
- 526 Minor Bone Instrument Set
- 527 Minor Tray Instrument Set
- 528 Minor Vascular Instrument Set
- 529 Myringotomy Instrument Set
- 530 Neuro Back/Spinal Instrument Set
- 531 NSR (SMR) Septoplasty Instrument Set
- 532 Ortho Major Instrument Set
- 533 Ortho Minor Instrument Set
- 534 Pediatric (General) Surgery Set
- 535 Peripheral Vascular Surgery Set
- 536 Podiatry Instrument Set
- 537 Rectal Instrument Set
- 538 Rhinoplasty Instrument Set
- 539 Shoulder Instrument Set
- 540 T-A Instrument Set
- 541 Tymanoplasty Instrument Set
- 542 Vaginal Tray
- 543 Trach Emergency Tray
- 544 Middle Ear Set

**Sets and Trays**
There will be times when you may have a need for a product not covered in the catalog. Many times requests of this nature can be accommodated, but it depends largely on product supply. Please call World Medical Equipment to determine if your request can be accommodated.

WME also maintains an extensive inventory of service parts, kits, and accessories for your sterilizers, washers, OR lights, OR tables, warmers, and much more. We can also assist in sourcing hard-to-find parts and accessories for medical equipment of all modalities.

All parts and accessories are OEM quality or better, at very competitive pricing.

Please contact our Parts Department Manager, Don Boucher, at 1.800.827.3747, 360.657.0787, or by email at: dboucher@worldmedicalequip.com